On Why Semantic Externalism, Creationist Theism, Personalism, and Veber’s Philosophy Fit Together Very Well
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Introduction

The main theses of the present essay are:

1. Semantic externalism (SE) and creationist theism (CT) are compatible;
2. SE and personalism are mutually inclined.

This view can be fruitfully illustrated and enriched by the use of the philosophy of France Veber (also Franz Weber, 1890–1975). Veber was Meinong’s pupil, and later a professor of philosophy at the University of Ljubljana. His (later) philosophy can be characterized as Christian personalism. Veber argued that there is a special side of our experience which he called “hitting upon reality” and which is fundamentally different from the presentation of phenomena (cf. Veber 1939). According to Veber, hitting upon reality was neglected by phenomenology (with the term ‘phenomenology’ Veber referred to the philosophy of Meinong and Husserl). I will point to some parallels of the distinction between hitting upon reality and presentation on one hand and Putnam’s view on reference and representation on the other.

The most important constituents of the frame of reference of this paper are the works of philosophers Robert Howell, Hilary Putnam, Tyler Burge, and France Veber. The philosophical method which I use consists of linguistic and conceptual analysis as well as thought experiments. The main scientific
contribution of this article represents the finding that SE and personalism are mutually inclined.

The crucial factor which triggered me to work on the subject of this paper was the appearance of Robert Howell’s article on CT and SE (2011). I accept both CT and SE, and thus Howell’s thesis of the incompatibility of SE and CT has represented a challenge for me. This essay is my reply to this challenge. In the first part of the paper I outline the main elements of semantic externalism (Putnam, Burge) and its implications. In the second part I present Howell’s argument for the incompatibility of CT and SE. In the third part I present the Veberian variant of semantic externalism, which can be formulated on the basis of Veber’s philosophy. In the fourth part I deal with personalism in the context of Veber’s thesis that some persons are inherently bad, vicious, and with semantic externalism. In the “Conclusion” I establish some relations between semantic externalism, creationist theism, and personalism.

1. What is SE?

Hilary Putnam argued for the thesis that reference cannot be explained by intrinsic characteristics of representations (he opposed the so-called magical theories of reference). In this framework he presented – in his now already classical essay “The Meaning of ‘Meaning’” (1975) – a famous thought experiment about Twin Earth and presented the theses and concepts of his semantic externalism: intension (stereotype), extension (meaning, reference), the division of linguistic labour, the indexicality of most terms, the causal relations needed for reference etc. According to Putnam, the error of the traditional philosophy of language is that it took into consideration neither the contribution of others (division of the linguistic labour), nor the contribution of the world (indexicality of most terms). A better philosophy and a better science about language must take into account both (Putnam 1975, 271). Putnam’s work was importantly supplemented by Tyler Burge (cf. Burge 1979; 1986; 1989; 2007), Fred Dretske (1995), and some other philosophers.

The main claims of semantic externalism are:

1. Meanings are not in the head;
2. We cannot individuate the meanings without taking into consideration some aspects of the environment of the person (organism);
3. Intension does not determine the reference.

1.1. ‘Internalism’ and ‘externalism’ are homonyms

It is also useful to mention the fact that the word ‘externalism’ is a homonym, a term used in different senses. Thus, for instance, we must distinguish between epistemological externalism/internalism and semantic externalism/internalism. In this paper I deal only with the second one. We must also distinguish between social externalism and semantic externalism, like Cristina Lafont (2005) does. Lafont proves that Heidegger was a social externalist, but nevertheless a semantic internalist. Social externalism tries to give an answer to the question “Whose concepts are correctly (properly) individuated?”, and semantic externalism tries to give an answer to the question “What do we need for correct (proper) individuation of concepts?”. Lafont thinks that Heidegger’s social externalism comes out from his intersubjective concep-
tion of language, whereas his concept of ontological difference bounds him to semantic externalism (ibid.). Thus we can see that it is not possible, on the basis of one type of externalism, to ascribe to one philosopher another type of it; as it is not true that one type of externalism comes out of another type of it. We could say that semantic externalism is a type of broader explaining or interpretational externalism with the following basic question: “What is necessary to explain a certain thing, a certain x?” An explanatory or interpretational externalist answers that for an explanation or interpretation we must take into account the elements of person’s or organism’s environment, and the explanatory or interpretational internalist denies that. So for example Fred Dretske (1995) argues that certain natural phenomena cannot be explained in an internalist way. Jerry Fodor, who defines psychology as a science about behaviour (its task is to explain behaviour), argued for the thesis that causal powers, which must be taken into account when we are explaining behaviour, are internalistically specifiable. By those who think that semantic characteristics are also explanatory relevant, the position about semantic externalism/internalism coincides with the position about explanatory/interpretational externalism/internalism.

It seems that naturalism (ontological or methodological) does not imply semantic internalism or externalism. For example, Fodor is a naturalist and also an internalist at the same time; Dretske is a naturalist as well, yet he is an externalist. Philosophers involved in the discussion about externalism (anti-individualism) versus internalism (individualism) are (mostly), at least in some respect, all naturalists or at least they naturalistically limit the area of their discussion. That is maybe also the reason for the fact that it took (more than) twenty years for somebody (Howell) to realise the importance of semantic externalism for philosophical theology since many philosophical theologians are anti-naturalistically oriented, and for that reason they (alas) do not know the important works and discussions of naturalistic philosophers at all (they are simply not interested in them) or they do not understand them very well. I should add to what I said above that much of the discussion between internals and externalists is of principal nature, that they discuss about what is in principle necessary, logically needed for individuation or explanation or interpretation. Neither of them denies the causal relations between a person/organism and her/his environment.

Therefore, a non-differentiated or not sufficiently specified ascribing of some kind of externalism/internalism to some particular philosopher is not very enlightening and could even be misleading. Thus, for instance, the fact that one ascribes semantic externalism to some philosopher (or confuses different kinds of externalism/internalism) solely on the basis of the virtue of certain “externalist” facts is rather damaging for a philosophical debate.

2 Among the critics of semantic and methodological externalism it is useful to mention Jerry Fodor (1991a; 1991b; 1994). (Putnam-Burge version of) SE was also rejected by Donald Davidson (1990). I addressed both criticisms in Žalec 1999.
3 For example that particular account sensati-on, direct contact with reality, outer observation or area intentionality plays an important role, or that outer reality is important for the survival of a person/organism, and so on.
on quality. The above mentioned example of Heidegger nicely illustrates my point.4

2. The meaning of SE

The claims of SE have important philosophical implications or effects. Let me mention only two of them. SE is the basis of one of the most important anti-sceptic arguments in the modern philosophy which is based on the brain-in-a-vat thought experiment which was presented by Putnam in the article with the same title. On the basis of SE, Putnam inferred a justified conclusion that brain in a vat is not possible. Recently, the American philosopher Robert Howell (2011) presented arguments for the thesis that SE is incompatible with the creationist theism.

2.1. Brain in a vat

The essence of Putnam’s argument from his article “Brains in a Vat” is maybe most easily explained with the comparison of the following two statements: “I am a brain in a vat” and “I do not exist”. Putnam argues: If I do not exist then the statement “I do not exist” is false. So “I do not exist” is necessarily wrong if it is true that I do not exist. Similarly, it holds true for the statement “I am a brain in a vat”. If I am a brain in a vat, then the statement “I am a brain in a vat” is false. Consequently, the statement “I am a brain in a vat” is necessarily false, if I am a brain in a vat. The statement “I am a brain in a vat” is a counterfactual situation. If I were a brain in a vat, the statement is false if SE is true because it claims that we are only a brain in a vat in brain’s “picture”, and not a real brain in a vat. In short, it says that we are something else than a real brain in a vat (and consequently it is false). This is Putnam’s argument for the thesis that a hypothesis “we are a brain in a vat” is self-defeating. Formally speaking, we can say that for the statement “I am brain in a vat” the following holds true (the same as for the statement “I do not exist”):

If p, then ‘p’ is necessarily false.

Putnam pointed out that regardless of whether a brain in a vat is physically possible, it is not really possible. This possibility is eliminated by philosophy, not physics (Putnam 1975, 15).

2.2. Putnam’s internal realism5

Putnam thinks that the hypothesis that I do not exist is self-defeating. Here he agrees with Descartes. Self therefore exists. Afterwards he proves that the hypothesis “we are a brain in a vat” is self-defeating, that outer world exists (we are in causal relations with it). But the world which is the object of my thought and of my speech may be pretty different from what I think. I grasp the world, and parts of the world with which I am in a causal and reference relation, only through my concepts (intensions or stereotypes); but the real world or its structure may be different from my grasping of it and it has layers and structures which are unknown to me. I cannot grasp the world in any other way but only through my intensions or stereotypes. This is Putnam’s inner realism. It is inner because I cannot grasp the world differently, but only through my stereotypes and intensions, and realism because the object of my thinking is nevertheless the real world with which I am in a causal relation.
This is really a variant of Kant’s philosophy. Kant: there must exist a world on its own, a thing in itself. What would otherwise affect my senses? Yet only the world of phenomena is accessible to me. Putnam: there exists a real and objective world (world on its own) which has causal effects on me, but I can grasp it only through my stereotypes. Further we can say that by Putnam’s distinction between reference and stereotypes in a way Frege’s distinction between sense (Sinn) and reference (Bedeutung) is preserved: references are referents of my thought (things with which we are in a causal relation), and senses are stereotypes through which we experience or grasp those referents.

2.3. Burge’s contribution

Let us now turn our attention to Burge’s variant of externalism. Tyler Burge, in a series of articles, presented several thought experiments in favour of the externalist (or, as he called it, anti-individualistic) position. He argued for two claims:

1. The representational natures of mental states of persons/organisms can be different despite the identity of the individualistic descriptions of persons/organisms;

2. Representational (i.e. intentional) properties (the properties of mental states depending on which aspects of the outer world they represent) are causal powers relevant for the explanation of behaviour.

Burge’s thought experiments are of two kinds. The first supposed to show that the representational features of mental states depend on the mental or social environment of their subject. The experiments of the second kind suggest that the representational properties of mental states depend on the non-mental environment of their bearer. Besides, it is useful to mention that individualists claim that all mental states can be properly individuated – regarding their representational properties, and for the needs of the explanation of behaviour – independently of the aspects of the environment of the subject of mental states. Thus, strictly taken, one counterexample is enough for the externalist account to falsify the internalist (individualist) account.

Let me now briefly outline maybe the most famous of Burge’s thought experiments, which he presented in favour of SE in his essay “Individualism and the Mental”. Let us imagine Peter, who lives in Dublin and who has arthritis. We can observe such an assigning of externalism to Veber, which is not as differentiated as it should be, in an article of Matjaž Potrč (1989), who otherwise in detail and extensively dealt with the topic of (semantic) externalism. From his article we can understand that the author uses the term ‘externalism’ in order to refer to a kind of general claiming or emphasizing the meaning of person’s/organism’s environment. But I would like to emphasize once more that such importance of environment can also be accepted by a semantic internalist. Therefore, such understanding of externalism/internalism is in a sense trivial. A characteristic of good philosophy is taking into consideration (and with great philosophers also introducing) a set of relevant distinctions which others do not consider, do not know, and therefore their thinking is in a certain sense, in comparison to the philosophical one, inferior or not relevant. Potrč in the mentioned article defended the statement that internalism and externalism could serve as a criterion for the periodization of Veber’s philosophy. This Potrč’s idea about the periodization of Veber’s philosophy can be more than twenty years later traced in an article of Pihlar (2012) who has also taken over Potrč’s (insufficiently specified) concept of externalism.

4 We can observe such an assigning of externalism to Veber, which is not as differentiated as it should be, in an article of Matjaž Potrč (1989), who otherwise in detail and extensively dealt with the topic of (semantic) externalism. From his article we can understand that the author uses the term ‘externalism’ in order to refer to a kind of general claiming or emphasizing the meaning of person’s/organism’s environment. But I would like to emphasize once more that such importance of environment can also be accepted by a semantic internalist. Therefore, such understanding of externalism/internalism is in a sense trivial. A characteristic of good philosophy is taking into consideration (and with great philosophers also introducing) a set of relevant distinctions which others do not consider, do not know, and therefore their thinking is in a certain sense, in comparison to the philosophical one, inferior or not relevant. Potrč in the mentioned article defended the statement that internalism and externalism could serve as a criterion for the periodization of Veber’s philosophy. This Potrč’s idea about the periodization of Veber’s philosophy can be more than twenty years later traced in an article of Pihlar (2012) who has also taken over Potrč’s (insufficiently specified) concept of externalism.

5 Cf. Putnam 1987, also 1991d.
for many years, that he has arthritis on joints etc.) But one day Peter_1, started to feel a pain in his thigh. Peter_1, who is intelligent, rational and who speaks English well, visits a doctor. He says to the doctor that he feels a pain in his thigh that is very similar to the pain in his joints and that he is afraid that arthritis has spread to his thigh. The doctor answers that this is not possible because arthritis is an inflammation which only affects joints. The doctor adds that every dictionary will tell him the same. Peter_1 changes his mind and asks the doctor what else could be the cause of the pains in his thigh.

Let us imagine now some other (counterfactual) community in which Peter_2 lives. Peter_2 is a molecular copy of Peter_1. Peter_1 and Peter_2 are totally identical if we describe them non-intentionally. Peter_1 and Peter_2 are in totally identical phenomenal (introspective) states. Peter_1 and Peter_2 have totally identical non-intentionally specified history. The difference between the first and the second situation is only in communities in which both patients live. In the first community (of Peter_1) the standard use of ‘arthritis’ (the use prescribed by dictionaries) is only for inflammations of joints. In the second community (of Peter_2) the standard use of ‘arthritis’ is like Peter_1 (incorrectly) used it i.e. for every rheumatic inflammation. The mental states of both Peters are specified with the content sentences which include the word ‘arthritis’. The content sentences – which include expressions with different extensions – specify different mental states.

Burge’s conclusion is that Peter_1 and Peter_2 are in identical individualistically specified states and yet they are in different intentional (i.e. representational) states. Yet there are three assumptions that make the construction of his thought experiment possible. The first assumption is that the content of mental state is ascribed by filling the empty place in the content sentence (for instance “Peter_1 thinks that …”) by the sentence which would be uttered by the bearer of the mental state himself (in case of our example Peter_1) in the moment of ascribing if he were sincere, and conscious of his utterances. If we ascribe the content to the people who speak a different language we fill the empty space with the literal translation of a sentence uttered by the speaker himself in the moment of ascribing if he were sincere, conscious of his utterances etc. Burge’s argument has a very broad application. It does not depend on what kind of a word ‘arthritis’ is. It can be used for concrete kinds, for abstract objects, in short for all objects if only the above listed assumptions are true. The second assumption is that we ascribe the terms which appear in the sentences which specify the content of the mental states of the speaker a standard meaning, i.e. the meaning determined by the conventions and norms (dictionary meaning) of the community in which the subject of the mental states lives. The third assumption includes the possibility of false or incomplete understanding of some concept and false use of the corresponding term (use which is not in accordance with the standards of the linguistic community of the speaker), and the possibility of the counterfactual situation (world) in which this (incorrect) use is standard, and in which the internalist twin of the speaker from the actual situation (world) lives.

In essence, Burge’s thought experiments presuppose Putnam’s findings, but he supplemented or enriched Putnam’s achievement by two things: he contributed different examples (thought experiments) in which we can better understand the implications of Putnam’s discovery, and he essentially spread the scope of externalism by showing that it is also true for mental states that do not depend on language. Such mental states are the intentional states of animals and also some mental states of people. Such states are, for instance,
states from the early phase of visual perception. At that point Burge lent on the theory of visual perception developed by David Marr (cf. Marr 1982).

“Early human vision makes use of a limited range of representations – representations of shape, texture, depth and other spatial relations, motion, color, and so forth. These representations (percepts) are formed by processes that are relatively immune to correction from other sources of information; and the representations of early vision appear to be fully independent of language.” (Burge 2007, 238)

Alas, there is no place for presenting this second kind of thought experiment, but this is not so crucial regarding our present essay because the main subject of it is the compatibility of CT and SE, and my aim here is not to examine at length whether SE is true or not. Still, it is somehow fair to add that I do think that SE is true (otherwise I would not be motivated to scrutinize the compatibility of CT and SE). To conclude: I think that the representational properties of mental states are dependent not only on some aspects of mental environment, but also on some aspects of the non-mental environment of their bearer. In short, I think that SE is true. Secondly, I also think that there is a lot of truth in CT. In this essay I want to check whether my view is justified by examining whether SE and CT are compatible or not. So let us turn back to this main line of the present essay and ask: are Putnam’s and Burge’s version of SE compatible with the Christian idea of a God Creator?

3. SE and the omniscience of God

I think that Putnam’s externalism about the reference of terms is compatible with the Christian traditional idea of God who created the world with his intention. God is omniscient so God’s descriptions or intensions always correspond with the thing to which God refers. God knows all (secret) structures. The structures of things to which the human speaker (indexically) refers play an important role in Putnam’s examples by which he supports his claims. What about Burge’s individuation externalism: is it compatible with the Christian idea of a God Creator?

The following line of thought is possible: Before God created the world, there had been no environment, so his thought could not have been dependent on the world, because there had been no world. But the moment God created the world the problem ceased to exist because the world exists and Burge’s externalism holds true for God.

Furthermore, God creates the world performatively: He uttered ‘light’ and there was the light. God’s word ‘light’ refers to light which He created with the performative act ‘light’. For God there are no secret structures, as already mentioned, so His intension completely corresponds to the thing to which He refers with the word ‘light’. God had an image of light. But this image covers all the knowledge about light which He created. There can be nothing in God’s environment that is not already in God’s mind. And God is the only such being. There can be nothing in God’s environment that is not already in God’s mind, and at the same time God is aware of everything what is in His mind and also aware that He is aware of that. And only for God it holds true that He is such a being that there can be nothing outside His mind what is not already in His mind. So God is the only being for whom it is impossible that He is in identical narrower states, and in different broader (semantic) states. An identical narrow states/different broader states situation is possible only in beings who do not have absolute knowledge about the things they refer to. So
it is possible that a human being does not know that the chemical structure of
the liquid He refers to as water is $\text{H}_2\text{O}$.

### 3.1. Howell’s position and the arguments against it

Howell presents creationist theism (CT) as a position claiming the following: God
imagined the world first, and only afterwards He created it in accordance with
that image. Howell further accepts the premise that according to SE a thought is
logically (not only accidentally or contingently) dependent on its environment
or object. On this basis he presents his argument about the incompatibility of CT
and SE: Before the world existed, God could not have had referred to the world,
because it had not existed. So He could not have had a thought about it. There-
fore, CT is false. Howell anticipates some arguments against his position.

#### 3.1.1. God’s mind is radically different from the human mind;

SE holds true for the human mind, but not for the mind of the
almighty God (Howell 2011, 176)

By this objection we should take into consideration the thoughts about the im-
lications of Howell’s argument which Howell presented at the end of his paper.
He points out that, if we accept CT, then SE does not hold true for some minds
and loses some of its generality. This would maybe not seem so pernicious to
some. But concern arises from the fact that the methodology which leads us to
accept SE is not very empirical. It is based on thought experiments, reflection,
and concept analysis (Howell 2011, 179). If we agree that the evidence from SE
is of a priori nature, and I think that it is, then saying that God’s mind is radically
different from the human one (in order to avoid the incompatibility of CT and
SE) is not a very convincing option. Our concept of the personal God is very
closely connected with our concept of our mind, the mind of persons. If we ex-
aggerate with emphasizing the difference between our and God’s mind, between
mind and the Mind, then we risk that the claim that we and God are persons,
or if you like it, that we are God’s image, becomes unconvincing and without a
comprehensible basis. The significance of abandoning the thesis that God is a
person as we are (respectively that human being is imago Dei) for the Christian
and Jewish religion is beyond question. Or with the words of Howell himself:

“No doubt this will not bother entrenched philosophical theologians, but like all philosophers,
such theorists ought to take care not to abandon the spirit in defense of the doctrine (ibid.).”

We will latter supplement our reply to this objection.

#### 3.1.2. God is not temporal

Howell’s answer: OK, let us give up the temporal meaning of the term ‘be-
fore’, and let us accept the ontological meaning of ‘before’ so that God’s
thought about the world is dependent on the world (regardless of the temporal
aspect of the relation between God’s thought and the world) (Howell 2011,
178). But this is also incompatible with CT.

#### 3.1.3. CT as such does not imply creatio ex nihilo; Howell’s argument
concerns CT only if it implies creatio ex nihilo

Before presenting Howell’s answer, first a brief remark. Despite the fact that
on the one hand creatio ex nihilo is metaphysically suspect, it is on the other
hand an important part of the traditional concept of God. But this is not the
crucial point, it is only a remark. As an answer, the following is what is really important: This argument can be used in a wider sense because it also concerns the position which does not claim that God created the world *ex nihilo*, but it claims that he created it from a substance which is not in the relation of a deductible composition of the world, therefore from a completely different substance, let us call it stuff. In short, this argument does not concern only the position which literally and absolutely accepts *creatio ex nihilo* (God created literally everything, there is nothing outside God what he did not create), but also the positions which claim that God created the world from stuff. Howell argues that the argument does not show only the incompatibility of SE and the God who created the world out of nothing, but also of the God who created the world out of stuff. And this Howell’s claim is, in my opinion, false. This can be illustrated with the presentation of the Veberian version SE.

4. Veberian SE

Some time ago I wrote the following about Veber’s personalism and externalism:

“Yet all this is not enough to classify Veber as a relational personalist. Veber namely also love relationship still considers in the frame of paradigm experience-object, in the horizon of which it is also the relationship towards a person understood in the object and not in the dialogic way. In Veber’s philosophy we cannot trace something like Buber’s *Zwischen*. Such essential moments of love and dialogue remained hidden to Veber’s thought. (…) Somebody might not completely agree with the above thesis. This disagreement can be grounded on Veber’s distinguishing between presenting and hitting upon which he developed in his book *Vprašanje stvarnosti* (1939). Presenting, directedness to phenomena or objects is only one side of an experience and it is not fundamental. On the virtue of this late Veber’s philosophy Matjaž Potrč (1989) classified Veber as an externalist, i.e. among philosophers claiming that we cannot understand or explain organisms’ or persons’ mental states or experiences without taking into account the aspects of the organisms’ or persons’ environment, as well physical as social. The environment of a person is formed also by other persons. Hence ascribing of externalist position to Veber might serve as a basis for ascribing him the relational personalism. Yet it is questionable whether we may truly talk about Veber as an externalist and whether a certain externalism is really sufficient for ascribing of the relational personalism. Let me add at this point that the approach which Veber cultivated in his social philosophy is a kind of methodological individualism. Further it is very questionable whether the externalist position is compatible with the acceptance of God as a creator of the world. Namely according to externalism, thought is logically dependent on the existence of the external world. Hence also God’s thought is not possible before the existence of the world. (Howell, 2011) If externalism is not compatible with the Christian theism and if Veber is an externalist then his position would be inconsistent at least if we justifiably assume that in the time of the publication of the book *Vprašanje stvarnosti* Veber was accepting the existence of Christian God.” (Žalec 2012, 39)

The following text further deals with the problem mentioned in the quote above. The thesis that Veber was a semantic externalist is difficult to prove because there is no adequate (textual) evidence which would prove that Veber thought that two persons/organisms can be in a completely identical narrow states (the same intension), but nevertheless in different semantic states (the reference or extension of their states is different). But on the basis of Veber’s philosophy we can formulate a special version of semantic externalism which will be presented below. For a Veberian semantic externalist, the reference...
of experience is not determined by the stereotypes of the person who experiences, but by a special causal relation of this person to each thing in the world. Veber calls this relation “hitting upon reality”. We hit upon individual substances, but we present their characteristics or attributes. Peter₁ in the world, hits upon x-es which have the following attributes: substantiality, colorlessness (transparency), they are liquid, without odor etc. It turns out that those x-es have the chemical structure H₂O. Experts say that the word ‘water’ refers to x-es with the chemical structure H₂O.

God could not have created the world completely ex nihilo, otherwise he could not have had the thought about the world. But God had hit upon the world – therefore he had had the thought about it – and afterwards he equipped the world with attributes.⁷

We can have a thought about one thing if we hit upon it even if we do not know (all or any) of its attributes⁸ (but usually when we hit upon a thing we also present some of its attributes). Thus we can hit upon water (the thing with the chemical structure H₂O) without knowing that it is water (that it is the thing with the chemical structure H₂O). But if we hit upon water (=H₂O) then our thought is about water (our thought refers to water) regardless of what we think about it (what attributes we ascribe to the entity upon which we hit).

The reference of a term is determined by its use for a particular thing we hit upon. Afterwards, experts decide what is the correct intension which we connect with the term, and we correct or supplement our intensions on the basis of the participation of experts’ opinion. But intensions can also be corrected by experts themselves on the basis of new discoveries etc. Therefore, the term ‘water’ of Peter₁ refers to H₂O because his reference is determined by the hitting upon the things whose chemical structure is H₂O; and the term of Peter₂ refers to XYZ (because he hits upon the things which appear the same as those things upon which Peter₁ hits, but their chemical structure is XYZ), although their intensions are the same. Therefore, (from Burge’s example) Peter₁’s arthritis refers only to rheumatic inflammation of joints, and Peter₂’s to all rheumatic inflammations. Therefore, Peter₂ is right to correct his intension of the term ‘arthritis’.

It is not necessary to have intensions first and only to refer afterwards: referring is possible, according to Veber, without intensions (pure hitting upon). It is our hitting upon which is fundamental since hitting upon determines the reference of our terms. Therefore, our intensions (concepts, definitions) can be false (or they need to be changed), otherwise it would be pointless to claim that our terms or definitions are not right or need to be supplemented. It can occur that the x to which we refer with a certain term (which has certain intension) actually does not have certain attributes which we thought that it had, or that it has some attributes we did not know about. Because of a social chain through which we “inherit” the reference of our terms it could seem that sense determines reference, but that is not true.

Veber : Putnam
hitting upon = referring
presentations = intensions

Taking into consideration that it was not a creation ex nihilo, but a creation from stuff, Veber’s version of semantic externalism is compatible with the thesis that God intentionally (after his previous image) created the world.
The world as stuff had existed, otherwise God could not have referred to it. Attributes (shapes, structures) had also existed. God’s creation consists of his “equipping” the world with attributes (shapes, structures). That is a combinatorial operation which semantic externalism allows.

5. The radical difference of God, personalism, SE, and Veber

The claim about too radical a difference between human beings and God is unacceptable for Christian personalism, since human beings are created in the image of God and therefore both human beings and God are persons. In some Veber’s works (for example 1930, 1934, 1938, 1939, 1979) we can find reasons to claim that Veber, who used the terms ‘person’ and ‘Person’ (1930), was in a sense a Christian personalist and a theistic creationist. If Veber is a Christian personalist, it is not possible to avoid the tip of Howell’s argument by referring to the radical difference between God and man, that it is not possible to apply the arguments of SE to God. But it should be said that Veber (in a certain period) defended a position which is not in accordance with Christian personalism. We shall dedicate the next part of this article to this position (and to its (in)consistency with Christian personalism and the rest of Veber’s opus).

In the following two sections I will argue in favor of the thesis that Veber’s personalism (as any other personalism) is incompatible with too radical a difference between human beings and God. Yet even within his philosophy we can find – in particular places – some claims that can serve as a foothold for such a claim of radical difference. In the following sections I will show which thesis is such a foothold. However, this thesis later disappeared from Veber’s opus. On the other hand, Veber remained a personalist and he even developed, enriched, and elaborated his personalist position. Thus we can conclude that this tension with personalism (and the possibility of avoiding the application of SE to God) was a temporary phenomenon in his development rather than some central or essential part of his philosophy.

5.1. (Veber’s) personalism and the persons who are inherently bad/vicious

After 1925, Veber took the direction of personalism and (with it) Christian philosophy (cf. Žalec 2002), but he did not develop in the hermeneutic direction. Yet I think that the right way is a connection of both personalism and hermeneutics (cf. Žalec 2012). Veber thinks that things are worthy or unworthy as much as they are pleasant or unpleasant, beautiful or ugly. Their
positive or negative value is determined by the value which is based on them, but it is not an inherent part of them or their constituent. Thus, for instance, a melody is the same whether it is beautiful or not (Žalec 2002, 22). Only persons are inherently worthy or unworthy (ibid.). Veber, in his book Filozofija (1930), defends the thesis that a person cannot influence whether she is good or vicious/bad. How could she change her essence? At this point Veber also mentions St. Augustine and his view about our determination for salvation/damnation. Moreover, education (upbringing) cannot help a lot in this situation. It can help only to the extent that goodness is shown and that viciousness remains hidden, that a vicious person at least seems to be good (cf. Žalec 2002, 23). The good deeds are her merit and the bad deeds are her guilt.11 

Personal evaluation may be reactive or reflective. If it is reactive then it results in love or hate; if it is reflective then it is respect or disrespect. But there is another difference between love and hate at one hand and respect and disdain on the other: love and hate show us goodness and viciousness from our own position, but respect and disdain show us “at the same time in the light of general duty” (Veber 1930/2000).12 

Veber’s position about person’s inherent goodness/viciousness is of extreme importance for the determination of his personalism. This claim is in a certain sense unacceptable for personalism because it allows that we hate certain person as such. In my opinion this claim is also incompatible with Christianity. Jesus commanded that we must love every person, including our enemies. Following Veber’s thought (from Filozofija /1930/) it is impossible to meet this command because some persons are inherently vicious and therefore we cannot love them if we feel correctly. Moreover, it is just the opposite that is true: if we feel correctly, we should hate them because love is an emotion directed towards goodness and hate an emotion directed towards viciousness. 

Veber’s position from Filozofija is incompatible with Christian personalism since for personalism every person holds the highest value. The position that some persons are inherently vicious can serve as a basis for things like death penalty. If a person’s viciousness is inseparable from the personality (and she also committed some very vicious deeds), what hinders us to execute her? The basis of the incompatibility of Christianity and the (Veber’s) inherence thesis is the Christian position that every man is in his essence an image of God. God is the absolute goodness. How can any man then be inherently vicious?13 

For Christianity and Christian personalism it is very important to distinguish between a person, on one hand, and her weaknesses (or vices) and deeds on the other. Person as such is always something good because she is God’s image. We must think about people in the spirit of love towards man and hate towards his imperfections, weaknesses, vices, and sins. As St. Augustine wrote:

“Et hoc quod dixi de oculo non figendo, etiam in caeteris inveniendis, prohiendiis, indicandis, convincendis, vindicandisque peccatis diligenter observetur, cum dilectione hominum et odio vitiorum.” (Epistola 211, 11)14

The thesis about inherent viciousness of some persons is not in accordance with this attitude. To some extent, such non-personalist attitude can be hindered or inhibited by the epistemological argument that our personal emotional experiences can be incorrect. But, taking into consideration Veber’s teleological argumentation (which is also presented in Filozofija), this reason loses its weight since from Veber’s teleological argumentation it follows that our emotions are mostly correct, at least when virtuous persons are in question.
But, on the other hand, there are some facts in favour of Veber’s thesis. One of them is that to love means to love despite vices or immoral characteristics and deeds of the beloved person. But what about hate? Does to hate also mean to hate despite the moral characteristics or deeds of the hated person? Is not the hypothesis that some people are (more) successful in reaching the core which is their goodness, and thus we love them, and that some other are not successful in doing so (and often that is understandable, e.g. with severe criminals) more acceptable?

5.2. The (in)coherence of the inherence thesis within the rest of Veber’s opus

Besides the already mentioned problems regarding Veber’s inherence thesis, there are also the ones which consider its coherence within the rest of Veber’s philosophy. Veber, in his book Nacionalizem in krščanstvo (1938), claims that love is a necessary basis for justice. Can we be just to people who we consider to be inherently vicious? What does it (not) pertain to people who are inherently vicious? There also arises the question about the compatibility of Veber’s thesis about some persons being inherently vicious with his (later) claims and positions, e.g. with his humanistic anthropocentric theocentrism, which considers the human being as, in the words of Tommaso Campanella, “dio secondo, miracolo del Primo”.

Veber claims, in his book Znanost in vera (1923), that the confessional beliefs of believers are not knowledge since they are heteronomous and not autonomous. They are a type of moral experiences, Veber claimed in Znanost in vera (cf. also Žalec 2002, 24). A believer presents moral values as founded upon certain facts – for example that Jesus made wine out of water – and experiences genuine moral emotions. The main criterion of every confession is, according to Veber, its bigger or lesser emotional and intellectual accordance with the ethical and moral sense of humanity (cf. Žalec 2002, 24). At this point, some basic and crucial questions arise. How does Veber’s thesis about the inherent viciousness of some persons correspond to the ethical and moral sense of humanity? Which ethical sense tells us that some persons are inherently morally vicious? What can we say about Christianity (Jesus’ “doctrines”) in the light of the ethical and moral sense which tells us that some persons are inherently vicious? First and foremost: what does Veber have in mind when he speaks about the ethical and moral sense of humanity? The inherence thesis is hardly compatible with the so-called World Ethos (Hans Küng) since the holiness of life is one of the core principles of the World Ethos. The best candidate to explain what Veber thought with the term ‘ethical and moral

---

11 This Veber’s thought is in accordance with the view about the power of will which is a result of modern research show that its power is mostly hindering.

12 See also Žalec 2002, 22.

13 It is interesting to see that the questionable-ness (from Christian perspective) of Veber’s thesis (from Filozofija) about the inherent viciousness of some persons is neither mentioned nor questioned by any of the numerous critics and reviewers of Veber’s work (Filozofija), among them also members of the Slovene Christian intellectual and philosophical elite. About the exceptional reception of Veber’s Filozofija see Žalec 2000.

14 “What I have now said in regard to abstaining from wanton looks should be carefully observed, with due love for the persons and hatred of the sin, in observing, forbidding, reporting, proving, and punishing of all other faults.” See also Regula ad servos Dei, 4, 28.
sense’, which he used in his book *Znanost in vera* (1923), is, in my opinion, conscience. If the ethical and moral sense of humanity is conscience then Veber’s thesis about the inherent viciousness of some persons becomes very problematic from the point of view of this moral sense (i.e. conscience) since many people who reject death penalty accept the values or principles of the World Ethos, emphasize the importance of respecting conscience etc. They do not accept the thesis about the inherent viciousness of some persons. I belong to them. Therefore, the thesis about the inherent viciousness of some persons cannot be based on conscience or a kind of genuine ethical and moral sense of humanity. And if there is a kind of real ethical and moral sense of humanity (conscience) which is a measure for the acceptability of Christianity or real Christianity, then the thesis about the inherent viciousness cannot be based on (genuine) Christianity.

**Conclusion**

We can conclude that the inherence thesis is not compatible with Christianity and Christian personalism. Maybe that is the reason why we do not find this thesis in Veber’s opus either before or after *Filozofija* (1930). Veber was in a position where he had to decide between the inherence thesis and Christianity with Christian personalism. It seems that he chose the second option. The acceptance of personalism pushes Veber’s philosophy even more towards the general acceptance of SE since it makes the rejection of the application of SE arguments in the context of God even less convincing. So we can see that personalism and SE are (maybe surprisingly) connected: accepting personalism is in favour of the generality of SE (it is also valid in the case of God) and therefore personalism is attractive to SE at least as far as a semantic externalist is attracted by the greater generality of his thesis. On the other hand, accepting SE may be attractive for a personalist since accepting SE (which by “its nature” includes the attractiveness of its generality) implies the inclination towards the affirmation of the essential similarity between a human being and God, and between a person and the Person, implying personalism. Awe towards God based on the difference between God and human beings, which is stressed by some apophatic theologians, is not endangered by the genuine Christian personalistic attitude since any human being is a person precisely because only human beings are similar to Somebody who is radically different from all creations.

Howell (2011) points out that SE has become a kind of dogma of naturalistic atheists (who, of course, also reject creationist theism), and if Howell’s argument about the incompatibility of CT and SE was valid, then we could say that the inclination of naturalist atheists toward SE makes sense. But I think that it is not so. We can prevent creationist theism being endangered by SE in different ways. One which first comes to mind is a thesis about the radical difference of God in comparison with man. But if we exaggerate this thesis we endanger the view that talking about human’s similarity with God makes sense (and with this the justification of Christian personalism). The second possibility is to accept SE and maintain CT in a Timaeusian version. Howell claims that SE and CT – even in the variant of stuff creationism – are incompatible because he does not take into account the differences between hitting upon reality and presentation (reference and intension, *Bedeutung* and *Sinn*). Veber’s theory of hitting upon reality adds an important enlightening
component to the more accurate semantic, phenomenological, and ontological picture of the mind–world relation or structure.  
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